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A B S T R A C T   

COVID-19 has generated a lot of information in different formats, and one of them is in the ontology format. Also, 
there are previous ontologies from other disciplines that can help to analyze the COVID-19 pandemic. Thus, due 
to the large quantity of COVID-19 information in the form of ontologies, approaches to ontology integration and 
interoperability could be beneficial. In this context, this research proposes a new ontology, called COVID-19 
Pandemic ontology, which is the product of an ontological engineering process proposed in this research that 
allows the integration of several ontologies to cover all the aspects of this infectious disease. The ontological 
engineering process defines tasks of fusion, alignment, and linking for integrating the ontologies. The resulting 
pandemic ontology provides a simple repository for storing information about the COVID-19, reusing existing 
ontologies, to offer multiple views about the disease, including the social context. This ontology has been tested 
in different case studies to prove its capabilities to infer useful information about the COVID-19 pandemic.   

1. Introduction 

The year 2020 started with a pandemic due to the outbreak of 
coronavirus (COVID-19 henceforth). This virus has been quickly 
extended to the world, with significant effects on society: deaths, eco-
nomic catastrophes, etc. Also, the COVID-19 pandemic has generated 
many researches in different domains to help health institutions to fight 
against this virus. Currently, a large amount of information about this 
disease is produced at an impressive speed, which grows exponentially 
every day, with an absence of clear criteria to order, comprehend, use 
and connect it. 

In the literature, there are several works about ontologies related to 
the COVID-19 pandemic, for example: the Coronavirus Infectious Dis-
ease Ontology (CIDO) is a community-driven open-source biomedical 
ontology in the area of coronavirus infectious disease [40]. The CIDO 
provides a standardized computer representation of coronavirus disease, 
including its etiology, transmission, epidemiology, pathogenesis, diag-
nosis, prevention, and treatment. Another one is the COVID-19 Ontology 
that is for cases and patient information (CODO) [39], which provides a 
standard-based reusable vocabulary to annotate and describe COVID-19 

information. It focuses on the daily data for COVID-19 cases (e.g., active, 
recovered, deceased, migrated), their geo-location (district, state 
(province), and country); and patient data like nationality, symptoms, 
suspected level of COVID -19, patient’s travel history, inter-personal 
relationships between patients, supposed transmission reason, and 
others. Finally, the authors of [38] describe the Infectious Disease 
Ontology (IDO) in the context of COVID-19, which is a suite of inter-
operable ontology modules that aims to provide coverage of all aspects 
of the infectious disease domain, including biomedical research, clinical 
care, and public health. The center of this suite was IDO Core, a disease- 
and pathogen-neutral ontology covering just those types of entities and 
relations that are generally relevant to infectious diseases. IDO Core 
represents disease and pathogen-specific ontology modules. They 
discuss how this ontology might assist with the COVID-19 pandemic and 
accelerate data discovery in the early stages of future pandemics. 

Due to the amount of information and ontologies from the COVID-19 
pandemic and related domains, their management and integration are 
complexes and must be accessible to both humans and machines (or 
systems). In this sense, approaches about ontological engineering pro-
cesses are required to integrate different ontologies according to the 
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context, which may involve tasks of merging/mixing ontologies or 
linking between them. In each case, this will previously imply the 
alignment between them. Remarkably, an ontological engineering pro-
cess enables the integrating of several ontologies that have modeled 
COVID-19 characteristics from different perspectives. 

Thus, given the number of ontologies of the COVID-19 pandemic and 
other related domains, their integration and interoperability are a ne-
cessity to be able to use together. In this sense, approaches about 
ontological engineering processes are required to integrate them, which 
may involve tasks of merging/mixing ontologies or linking between 
them. In each case, this will previously imply the alignment between 
them. Thus, an ontological engineering process allows the integrating of 
these ontologies that have modeled the COVID-19 pandemic from 
different perspectives. 

In this research, we propose a COVID-19 Pandemic ontology based 
on the integration of different COVID-19 ontologies, even with ontol-
ogies from other domains, but necessary for treating the pandemic. Our 
ontology allows each ontology to provide information on the pandemic 
from different perspectives, providing a complete multi-dimensional 
view. For this purpose, this research defines an ontological engineer-
ing process for the integration of the ontologies, and for the definition of 
the COVID-19 Pandemic ontology. 

According to this ontological engineering process, this research an-
alyzes each one of the ontologies to determine its relevance in the 
context of the COVID-19 pandemic. The basis ontologies are extracted 
from the literature and are highly specialized to one domain (e.g., IDO). 
Also, the relationships between them are specified, following the inte-
gration strategy defined by the ontological engineering process [16,33, 
34,36,37]. Thus, the first step is the alignment between them, and ac-
cording to their domains, the integration can be a merge/mixture or a 
linking between them. When the ontologies are in the same knowledge 
domain, then they must be merged/fused; and when they are comple-
mentary, then they must be linked [16,36,37]. 

In this way, we define a new ontology with the use of different on-
tologies, where each one answers to a particularly useful aspect for the 
treatment of COVID-19. In this sense, this ontology is related to the 
pandemic outbreak and it can cover the most remarkable aspects to 
understand how and why this virus is propagating. This research also 
provides information about the critical aspects related to the disease. It 
considers several aspects about basic classes associated with COVID-19 
like “Treatment”, “Causes”, “Symptoms”, “Transmission Mechanism”, 
and “Epidemiology”, but also, it considers different classes from other 
domains such as “Sociocultural”, “Socioeconomics”, and “Demography”. 
Thus, our ontology includes ontologies about Infectious Disease (e.g., 
IDO) integrated with information of the contexts (e.g., “Sociocultural” 
class), carrying out a more complete and deep reasoning process to 
exploit all the knowledge gathered through these ontologies. We have 
conducted several experiments with our ontology to answer crucial as-
pects of the pandemic. In general, the main contributions of this research 
are:  

- An ontological engineering process to build ontologies about COVID- 
19  

- An Ontology, called Tepuy-COVID, which mixes ontologies from the 
COVID-19 domain. 

- An Ontology, called Covid-19 Pandemic, which models the knowl-
edge about COVID-19 from different dimensions (symptoms, treat-
ments, socio-cultural aspects).  

- Case studies that analyze the behavior of the pandemic from the 
developed ontology. 

This research is divided into the following sections: Section 2 pre-
sents the related researches, with the main ontologies linked to our 
work. Section 3 defines the main concepts in the domain of Ontological 
Engineering, section 4 describes the procedure to build our COVID-19 
Pandemic ontology based on our ontological engineering process. 

Section 5 presents some experiments related to our ontology through 
several case studies, and finally, the conclusions arising from this 
research are presented. 

2. Related works 

In this section are described several researches relying on ontological 
engineering and integration techniques of ontologies directed to 
different purposes and COVID-19 related ontologies. This section ana-
lyzes the related works from the following perspectives: 1. COVID-19 
ontologies and ontologies of other domains used to represent the in-
formation of the pandemic, 2. Techniques and methods of ontological 
engineering used to model a knowledge domain and, 3. Metrics and 
validation schemes used in the ontological domain. 

According to FAIR principles, several COVID-19 ontologies offer 
robustly supported data integration, sharing, reproducibility, and 
computer-assisted data analysis [22], indicating that all research data 
should be findable, accessible, interoperability and reusable [24]. These 
include CIDO ontology that brings together various models to represent 
aspects such as similarity to other viruses, common symptoms and drugs 
that have been attempted to treat the virus, etc. COVID-19 Surveillance 
Ontology supports surveillance in primary care. DRUGS4COVID195 
defines the relationship between medications and COVID-19 symptoms. 
The COVIDCRFRAPID7 ontology provides semantic references of quiz 
questions and answers [25]. The CODO ontology defines patient, clinical 
tests, travel history, available resources, current need, trend study, and 
growth projections. The latter describes real cases of the pandemic [22]. 
However, no studies of ontologies above have been integrated with 
ontologies from other domains to represent the connotations of the 
disease in different contexts [23]. 

Regarding the techniques and methods, in the research [1], the au-
thors reported a strategy for reusing existing ontologies, many of them 
related to our approach and applied in this publication. They defined a 
High-Level collaborative Architecture (HLA) to specify the semantics of 
objects and their interaction since existing ontologies. Thus, they con-
structed the ontologies interoperation based on an automatic trans-
forming method embedded in HLA. The output was verified through a 
consistency verification method, guaranteeing the feasibility of the 
ontology management strategy proposed. In Refs. [2] were presented 
multi-dimensional collaborative ontology models that integrate a series 
of sub-ontologies through processes, such as mapping and merging of 
the concepts, properties, and instances between them. The authors of [2] 
proposed two ideas: the core ontology and the stage ontology. The stage 
ontology describe the different ontologies to be integrated; the core 
ontology was constructed based on the integration of the ontologies in 
the stage ontology using different techniques, such as mapping and 
merging. In the research [4] was defined an ontology-based on the 
federated collaboration mechanism, which involves a fusion ontological 
strategy and a weighted approach to leverage the integration of the 
ontologies. 

In [3,6], the authors defined an integration process of ontologies by 
using different engineering methods in the following order: first, an 
ontology mapping to establish relationships between terms of other 
ontologies; second, an ontology alignment that looks for connections 
between different ontologies, and finally, an ontology merging that gets 
new ontological models based on the previous steps. Notably, in 
research [3], HLA was extended to integrate ontologies using different 
engineering methods, such as mapping, merging, and aligning. On the 
other hand, the authors of research [6] defined an approach to find out 
the semantic relations in a set of ontologies. Then, they propose an 
automatic semantic retrieval process to visualize the model that de-
scribes the ontological integration. This produced integration is an 
automatic semantic expansion that the final users in their queries could 
use. The research [5] proposed an approach to facilitate semantic inte-
gration by using different ontological techniques to solve two problems, 
the reutilization of ontologies and their heterogeneities. They defined an 
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architecture with four layers: the presentation layer that describes the 
meta-information of the ontologies (language, domain, etc.); the ter-
minology layer defines synonyms, polysemy, etc.; the concepts layer 
shows the structure of the ontologies (classes). Finally, the Semantic 
layer defines the semantic relationships, properties, etc. 

3. Ontological engineering 

Ontological Engineering refers to the activities linked to the ontology 
development process, including the methodologies, tools, and languages 
required for building ontologies [16,33,34,36,37]. One of the current 
main domains is Ontological Mining, which consists of extracting 
behavior patterns, knowledge, and other characteristics, using mining 
techniques to build or enrich ontologies [16]. Thus, ontological mining 
is the discovery of new ontology knowledge, from its concepts and re-
lationships, including their structures, to the instances related to each 
concept. In a context with a high number of ontologies, ontological 
mining is necessary to extract global knowledge from a set of ontologies. 
According to Ref. [16], the main ontological mining techniques are 
Ontology alignment, Ontology linking, Ontology fusing/mixing, which 
are described below. 

3.1. Ontology alignment 

The ontology alignment consists of making the comparison (match-
ing) between the concepts of the ontologies analyzed, which is the 
process of finding relationships or correspondences between entities of 
different ontologies [16]. For that reason, ontology alignment performs 
semantic correspondence analysis between two or more ontologies. The 
technique compares ontology concepts, obtaining the relationships be-
tween entities of different ontologies. This relationship can be between 
other classes, individuals, properties, or formulas. 

The objective of performing ontology alignments is to find re-
lationships between the entities expressed in different ontologies to 
discover equivalences determined through similarity measures between 

these entities. The process starts with mapping between the ontology 
classes, applying measure similarities between them. The comparison is 
based on the calculation of similarity measures, which can be: linguistic 
(names of entities), between properties (classes), graphs (taxonomic 
structure), among others. 

3.2. Ontology linking 

It is also called mapping and its objective is to establish identity re-
lationships between entities of different ontologies through their com-
mon characteristics (ex: superclass_of, subclass_of) properties. The 
mapping result comprises a link ontology that contains the equivalent 
entities and properties in the ontologies, through which the two ontol-
ogies are connected. 

Thus, it allows the creation of a general ontology through the inte-
gration of different linked ontologies. The identification and definition 
of the concepts that link the ontologies require a certain consensus. 
Alignment techniques allow finding the set of relationships and prop-
erties potentially used for the link between the ontologies. It may also 
need an expert to create new concepts that are not considered in any 
ontology to be linked (see Fig. 1). 

3.3. Ontology merging 

It is also called fusing or mixing. It is a process where several on-
tologies within the same knowledge domain come together to stan-
dardize knowledge, make knowledge grow, or have locally complete 
knowledge [36,37]. Mixing is required when ontologies handle the same 
domain but with different or partial representations, such that the on-
tologies can coincide in certain concepts and not in others. In that sense, 
it is necessary to integrate them (see Fig. 2). 

Classically, the mixture of ontologies implies obtaining a new 
ontology, considering aspects such as inconsistencies (that a relationship 
contradicts another relationship within the same ontology), synonyms, 
contradictions, and discrepancies between the ontologies. There are two 

Fig. 1. Ontology linking of two ontologies.  

Fig. 2. Ontology merging of two ontologies.  
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types of merges: a weak merge of ontologies, where it is possible to leave 
ontology concepts without being mixed, or a strong merge done in two 
parts, a first part where the weak merge is carried out, and a second part 
where concepts and relationships left out are added. Some of the prin-
ciples used during the merging process are described in the following 
[16,36,37],  

● When a concept of one ontology matches with one of the concepts in 
the other ontology, this concept is picked up to integrate the new 
ontology, increasing size and enriching itself.  

● When a concept in an ontology is the same as in the other, but the 
name is uniquely different, the concepts are synonyms in the inte-
gration process.  

● When both names and content are different, a new concept involving 
the concept name and content is created in the new ontology. 

4. Ontological engineering process to build the COVID-19 
pandemic ontology 

Our study contemplates the use of an ontological engineering process 
to ensemble different COVID-19 ontologies that have been reported in 
the literature. Also, this merged ontology must be extended with on-
tologies from other domains to analyze the pandemic from different 
points of view, not only in the health domain, such as economic, social, 
etc. Fig. 3 shows the general method for the creating of the Pandemic 
ontology. There is a first step where the classes and properties of the 
different ontologies must be aligned according to a similarity measure, 
no matter if they are in the same domain or not. Once similar classes and 
properties are obtained between the ontologies of the same domain, a 
fusion (merger) process of ontologies is carried out. The result is a 
domain ontology that can be linked with ontologies from other domains. 
Then, based on the alignment between ontologies of other domains, it is 

carried out the linking of all related classes and properties. The final 
model contains all classes and properties similar to the domain of 
COVID-19 and its extension to other domains. 

Table 1 presents the description of the ontology construction process. 
The Ontological Engineering Process initially defines the Tepuy-COVID 
ontology, which brings together ontologies of the COVID domain. This 
ontology is created by mixing pairs of domain ontologies, based on the 
alignment between them (see step 1). With this COVID domain ontology 
(Tepuy-COVID ontology) are linked ontologies of other domains. For 
that, the next procedure is repeated between Tepuy-COVID ontology 
and each one of other domain: first, the alignment between them, and 
then, the link between the ontologies (see step 2). Finally, in each step 
competency questions are used to validate the quality of the resulting 
ontology (Tepuy-COVID ontology and COVID-19 Pandemic ontology). 

Additionally, an essential part of the process is selecting the tools 
that are carrying out the ontological engineering process. Although 
various applications make the processes of alignment [7–9], linking [10, 
11], and mixing [10,11], no one efficiently supports the three processes 
[12]. So, they must be manually integrated to support an entire onto-
logical engineering process. In this research, we have chosen the 
Alignment API application (Align) for the alignment and mapping tasks 
[7] and Protégé for the mixing of the domain ontologies [10]. We 
develop an ontological engineering process integrating the partial re-
sults of these tools using ontological languages like OWL and RDF 
(Table 2). 

Below, we present each ontological engineering process according to 
the chosen tools and the ontological engineering process defined in 
Table 1. For this, we will use two ontologies of the COVID-19 domain: 
COVID-19 Ontology for Cases and Patient information (CODO)1 and 
WHO COVID-19 Rapid Version CRF semantic data model (COV-
IDCRFRAPID).2 In addition, we have used an ontology of the hospital 
management domain: Hospital Management (Presence Ontology 
(PREO)).3 With the first two domain ontologies, we will carry out 
alignment and fusion processes. The resulting ontology will be linked 
with the ontology of the hospital management domain, thus generating 

Fig. 3. Methodology of creation of COVID-19 Pandemic ontology.  

Table 1 
Ontological Engineering Process for the building of the COVID-19 Pandemic 
ontology.  

Input: Ontologies of the COVID domain and ontologies of other domains 

Procedure: 
1. Create domain ontology (Tepuy-COVID ontology) 
1.1. Create pairs without repetition of ontologies depending on the number of existing 

domain ontologies (see Section 4.2). 
1.2. Repeat for each pair on the list. 
1.2.1. Calculate Ontology Alignments (see Section 4.1) 
1.3. Merge the domain ontologies usingthe ontology alignments in the Tepuy-COVID 

ontology 
1.4. Validate Tepuy-COVID ontology using competency questions (see Section 4.4) 
2. Create Linking Ontologies between Tepuy-COVID and other domains (see Section 

4.3). 
2.1. Create pairs of ontologies between Tepuy-COVID and each ontology of another 

domain depending on the number of existing ontologies of other domains (see 
Section 4.2). 

2.2. Repeat for each pair on the list. 
2.2.1. Calculate Ontology Alignments (see Section 4.1) 
2.2.2. Transform Alignments to Linking Ontology. 
2.2.3. Validate Linking Ontology using competency questions (see Section 4.4) 
Output: COVID-19 Pandemic ontology  

Table 2 
Tools for Ontology Engineering tasks.  

Ontology Engineering 
task 

Alignment 
Process 

Fusion Ontology Validation 

Ontology Merging Align Protégé Pellet, Align, and 
Protégé 

Ontology Linking Align n/a Pellet, Align, and 
Protégé  

1 CODO, available on the Internet https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologi 
es/CODO.  

2 COVIDCRFRAPID, available on the Internet https://bioportal.bioontology. 
org/ontologies/COVIDCRFRAPID.  

3 Presence Ontology, available in http://data.bioontology.org/ontologies/ 
PREO/submissions/1/download?apikey=8b5b7825-538d-40e0-9e9e-5ab92 
74a9aeb. 
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our Pandemic ontology. To validate the results, we will use competency 
questions and some metrics such as Precision, Recall, and F1 measure 
[7], which will give us a vision of the quality of the obtained ontology. 

4.1. Aligning 

The process begins with the entry of the CODO and COVIDCRFRAPID 
ontologies in the Alignment API tool [19]. For this, we selected the 
similarity measure to find the similar names (terms) of classes, proper-
ties, and instances. The tool offers a set of lexical and semantic similarity 
methods, typical of text disambiguation context, which analyze terms 
according to their linguistic structure (comparing terms according to the 
characters that make them up) [16] and their semantic domain 
(comparing terms against a dictionary or thesaurus) [15,16]. In this 
way, the result represents the relationship strength between pairs of 
ontology elements assigning a value between zero and one (where one 
means a maximum similarity and zero that there is no similarity). 

According to Ref. [17], several similarity methods validate the 
alignments between different language units, as is the case of pairs of 
terms, which are also applicable to the context of ontology alignment. 
We get similar pairs of elements from ontologies using the Alignment 
API tool and two approaches of similarity measures: terminological 
matching and Linguistic-based similarity. Terminological matching 
considers that “same concepts are likely to be modeled using quite 
similar names” [27], and it uses string-based techniques [29] to concepts 

comparison, similar as the case of Levenshtein and SMOA (String Metric 
for Ontology Alignment) measures. Linguistic-based similarity [15,29] 
focuses on semantic domain terms, using distance methods and lexical 
databases, such as WordNet, obtaining a “lexical semantic relatedness 
measure that represents the strength of the semantic relationship be-
tween terms according to the shortest path between nodes in the se-
mantic network” [18]. 

The used measures were: 1. EditDistNameAlignment: it uses the 
Levenshtein distance between entity names to look for a similarity be-
tween pairs of terms [7,14,33]; 2. SMOANameAlignment: it considers 
two features: the commonalities and differences between terms [26,27]; 
3. JWNLAlignment:it computes a substring distance between the entity 
names of the first ontology and the entity names of the second ontology 
expanded with WordNet 3.0 synset [30]. Additionally, it uses the 
WordNet thesaurus. 

Table 3 presents the alignments of the CODO and COVIDCRFRAPID 
ontologies using the Levenshtein Distance method [13] with a threshold 
of 0.8 [19,20]. Thus, the pairs of elements that have a relative strength 
equal to 1 correspond to exact matches in the name of terms in the two 
ontologies. However, as we can see in the “Type” column, they do not 
necessarily belong to the same ontological element (class, property, and 
instance). In the case of the pair [codo#VitalSigns, whoco-
vid19crfsemdatamodel#Vital_signs], we observe that they have a 
relation force of 0.9 that places this pair above the established threshold 
(0.8). On the other hand, for the remaining pairs, which do not exceed 

Table 3 
Alignment of the CODO and COVIDCRFRAPID ontologies.  

CODO RELATION STRENGTH COVIDCRFRAPID Type 

codo#Negative 1.0 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Negative Instance 
codo#Positive 1.0 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Positive Instance 
codo#Hospitalized 1.0 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Hospitalized Instance 
codo#VitalSigns 0.90909 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Vital_signs Class 
codo#ViralDesease 0.61538 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Liver_disease Class 
codo#Tired 0.6 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Piped Instance 
codo#LaboratoryTestFinding 0.57142 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Laboratory_question Class 
codo#hasUncle 0.55555 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#has_value Property 
codo#CoronavirusInfection 0.55 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#corona_virus_list Class 
codo#Disease 0.53846 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Liver_disease Class 
codo#Fever 0.5 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Better Instance 
codo#UP 0.5 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/avpu-list/P Instance 
codo#Recovered 0.5 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Transferred Instance  

Fig. 4. Ontologies for the merging process and its result (Tepuy-COVID Ontology).  
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Fig. 5. Some results of the merging process.  

Fig. 6. Tepuy-COVID ontology.  
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the threshold, we observe that although the terms share a specific group 
of characters, semantically speaking, the domain of each one does not 
seem to be related (example:[codo#LaboratoryTestFinding, whoco-
vid19crfsemdatamodel#Laboratory_question]. The final result is an 
ontological model formed by pairs alignments used as a link ontology 
between the ontology CODO and COVIDCRFRAPID. 

4.2. Merging 

The merging process follows the steps indicated in Ref. [10]. Thus, 
the CODO and COVIDCRFRAPID ontologies are analyzed from the 
alignment obtained with the Alignment API tool. For that, a trans-
formation of the alignments to OWL axioms is carried out using the 
Alignment API Rendering method (specifically, the OWLAx-
iomsRendererVisitor) [19], which generates a document that only 

includes the alignments found (which we will call the Alignment 
Ontology). Then, we create a fusion with the Protégé’s merge option 
between the two COVID-19 ontologies and the Alignment Ontology to 
generate the Tepuy-COVID Ontology (see Fig. 4). The result is a new 
ontology that contains the elements of the two ontologies and includes 
the alignments between these ontologies. 

Fig. 5 shows some alignments detected that have been included in 
the mix, such as the classes “VitalSigns” (CODO) and “Vital_Signs” 
(COVIDCRFRAPID), which have a relationship of “equivalent classes” 
because their similarity exceeds the threshold of 0.8. Also, we see that 
the new ontology includes equivalence relations with similarities less 
than the threshold, as is in the case of “LaboratoryTestFinding” (CODO) 
and “Laboratory_question” (COVIDCRFRAPID) with a similarity mea-
sure of 0.57, which is included due to the expert opinion that considers 
that both classes belong to the same knowledge domain. As a result, we 

Fig. 7. Ontologies for the Linking process.  

Table 4 
Alignment for the Linking process.  

Tepuy-COVID Ontology RELATION STRENGTH Presence Ontology (PREO) Type 

whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Person 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Person Class 
whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Hypertension 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Hypertension Class 
codo#Nurse 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Nurse Class 
whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Outcome 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Outcome Class 
whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Diabetes 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Diabetes Class 
whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Age 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Age Class 
schema.org/Patient 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Patient Class 
foaf/0.1/Person 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Person Class 
codo#Diagnosis 1.0 presence-ontology.org#ontology/Diagnosis Class 
whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Kidney_disease 0.92857 presence-ontology.org#ontology/KidneyDisease Class 
whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#has_value 0.88888 presence-ontology.org#ontology/hasValue Property  
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obtain the Tepuy-COVID Ontology (see Fig. 6) using Protégé. Further-
more, we validate the model using the Pellet reasoner (which comes 
with Protégé by default), analyzing the inconsistencies that can occur 
during the merging process. Pellet does the following tests: class hier-
archy, object property hierarchy, data property hierarchy, class asser-
tions, object property assertions, and same individuals [28]. If no errors 
are found in each test, then it is considered that the ontological model is 
consistent, and it is possible to infer knowledge, as it can be seen in Fig. 6 
(see red circles) for the case of Fig. 5. 

4.3. Linking 

Once we have obtained the Tepuy-COVID Ontology, we can extend 
the model to other domains through the Presence Ontology (PREO) 
ontology.4 The process begins with the alignment of the Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with the PREO ontology. Table 4 shows the alignment result 
using the Levenshtein Distance method (EditDistNameAlignment), 
but again, we use the same metric for the alignment phase thanfor the 
merging case. The pair’s similarity must exceed the threshold (0.8). For 
example, pairs of properties such as “has_value” (Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology) and “hasValue” (PREO) represent nearby domains. In sum-
mary, the “Type” column shows the type of alignment (classes, property) 
found. 

Then, using the Alignment API tool, we transform the alignment 
result into a format that links the ontologies involved with their 
respective alignments. For this process, the tool offers some methods.5 

We use OWLAxiomsRendererVisitor, since this method delivers a linking 
ontology that invokes the ontologies involved and the alignments be-
tween them. In addition, it is a compatible format with Protégé, which 
allows displaying and using the generated ontology [19]. 

Fig. 7 shows the alignment between Tepuy-COVID Ontology and 
PREO ontology and the generated linked ontology (COVID-19 Pandemic 
ontology). In the alignment ontology, we can observe how certain 
classes shared by the two origin ontologies complement their subclasses 
and properties in the resulting ontology. For example, the Person class of 
the Tepuy-COVID ontology aligns with the PREO ontology’s Person 
class. Likewise, patient found in the two origin ontologies, it is enriched 
in the alignment ontology with two new subclasses, InPatient and 
OutPatient, which allow identifying whether the patient is hospitalized 
or not. Another case is the Nurse class, which became a subclass of 
Provider where Provider is a subclass of Health care Role, which con-
firms a better classification of the classes related to medical personnel 
according to their role. It is good to clarify that particularly in this 
process; the linking ontology of the two source ontologies is embedded 
in the alignment ontology that contains the links to the sub-trees of the 
source ontologies that complement the information between them. 

4.4. Validation 

For the validation of our ontological models, we adapted the method 
described in Ref. [33], considering three types of validations:  

(i) Application of competence questions: to establish the coherence 
of the ontology information, resulting from the ontological en-
gineering process.  

(ii) Quality validation through metrics: to determine the alignment 
precision of concepts, relationships and individuals, that is car-
ried out during the ontological alignment process.  

(iii) Component validation using Protégé: to verify the ontology 
consistency resulting from the ontological mixing processes, in 
terms of their hierarchical and axiomatic structure. 

4.4.1. Application of competence questions 
Competency questions are user-oriented questions to evaluate an 

ontology [42]. In other words, they are questions that users would want 
to have answers to by querying the ontology. Particularly, in this 
research, the competence questions verify the integrity of the data at the 
end of the mixing and linking processes. In the case of Tepuy-COVID 
ontology, Q1, Q2, and Q3demonstrate that the result of the informa-
tion provided by the Tepuy-COVID ontology is the same as the sum of 
the results of each ontology used in mixing. In the same way of 
COVID-19 Pandemic ontology, Q4 and Q5demonstrate that the result of 
the information of the COVID-19 Pandemic ontology is the product of 
the linking of concepts present in the Tepuy-COVID ontology and the 
ontologies of other domains. For that, queries were executed in Protégé 
to determine the quality of the inferred information [33]: 

4.4.1.1. Quality of the Tepuy-COVID ontology.  

• Q1: Which individuals belong to the Person class? 
R1: Persons   

• Q2: Which individuals are diagnosed with COVID-19? 
R2: Person and (’has diagnosis’ some ’COVID-19 Diagnosis’)   

• Q3: Which individuals have not tested for COVID-19? 
R3: Person and (hadCovidTest value false) 

4.4.1.2. Quality of COVID-19 pandemic ontology. - Competency Ques-
tion: PREO.  

• Q4: Which individuals are diagnosed with COVID-19 and who are on 
a stretcher? 

R4: Person and (‘has diagnosis’ some ‘COVID-19 Diagnosis’) and 
(hasFactor value Stretcher) 

- Competency Question: PersonaOnto.  

• Q5: Which individuals have not taken the COVID-19 test and are 
happy? 

R5: Person and (hadCovidTest value false) and (hasAffectiveState 
value Happy) 

These competence questions are used in the experimentation of 
section 6. 

4.4.2. Quality validation through metrics 
The quality validation through metrics of the new ontology begins 

from the phase of alignment of ontological models. The first step eval-
uates the alignments of the classes, properties, and instances obtained in 
the alignment phase. For this, we use the Precision, Recall, and F-Mea-
sure metrics defined in Refs. [7,21]. In order to use these measures, it is 
necessary to compare against a manual alignment (expert). For this 
purpose, two experts made the annotations of the alignments between 
the ontologies considered in the experimentation and the results were 
consolidated in a single description, using the Kappa index to solve the 
inconsistencies between the annotations of the experts according to the 
procedure indicated in Ref. [41]. Additionally, we use a threshold (0.8) 
to define the correspondences. In this way, we evaluate the alignments 
that we use both in the linking and merging processes. 

Particularly, we define TP, FN, FP and TN to calculate Precision, 
Recall, and F-Measure, according to the comparison between the auto-
matic alignments with the manual alignments (see an example in 
Table 5), which are explained below:  

● True Positives (TP): true positives are matches that are recognized 
by both the manual and automatic approaches. In the case shown in 

4 PREO, available online in http://data.bioontology.org/ontologies/PREO/s 
ubmissions/1/download?apikey=8b5b7825-538d-40e0-9e9e-5ab9274a9aeb.  

5 http://alignapi.gforge.inria.fr/builtin.html. 
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the example of Table 5, the concept Hospitalized is the same in both 
ontologies and, it is true in the manual approach. Now, in the 
automatic approach, it generates a relation strength of 1.0, which is 
greater than the threshold of 0.8; therefore, it is also true;  

● False Negatives (FN): false negatives are alignments in the manual 
approach but not automatically identified. In the example of Table 5, 
the automatic approach generates a relation strength of 0.57; which 
is a false alignment because it is below the threshold of 0.8. In the 
manual approach, the expert considers that there is a match between 
the Laboratory Test Finding and Laboratory_question concepts; 
therefore, it determines that it is true; 

● False Positives (FP): the false positives are alignments falsely pro-
posed by our automatic approach. In the example of Table 5, the 
concepts Secondary Contact and Secondary Type are considered 
aligned (true) by the automatic approach since it indicates a relation 
strength of 0.81, which exceeds the threshold of 0.8. Now, in the 
manual approach, the expert determines that they are not aligned 
(false);  

● True negatives (TN): the true negatives are false alignments, which 
the automatic approach has correctly discarded. In this case, Tired 
and Piped’s concepts are not aligned, so in manual approach is false. 
In the automatic approach is generated a relation strength of 0.6, 
lower than the threshold of 0.8; therefore, it is also false. 

The Precision is the ratio between TP and the sum of FP and TP; 
Recall as the relation between TP and the sum of FN and TP and, finally, 
F-Measure as the measure of the connection between the Precision and 
the Recall. Table 6 presents the results of the alignment validation ob-
tained from the CODO, COVIDCRFRAPID, and PREO ontologies, using 
the Precision, Recall, and f-measure metrics provided by the Alignment 
API tool. In this case, the automatic alignment is when the Alignment 
API tool uses the Levenshtein measure with a threshold of 0.8. As we can 
see, the Precision in our automatic approach is outstanding, and the 

Recall and F-measure values are affected by the number of FN and FP 
recognized by the automatic approach. Consequently, the automatic 
alignment presents a recall of 0.8. That is, the measure of similarity 
recognizes 80% of all correct alignments (completeness) [30]. 

4.4.3. Component validation using Protégé 
In addition to the metrics mentioned above, we evaluate the new 

ontology to determine its consistency. In this case, we are using the 
reasoner Pellet from Protégé. As we see in Fig. 8, the ontology does not 
show problems of inconsistencies. The classes, properties, and in-
dividuals of the three ontologies were correctly integrated into the 
ontology since there are no errors in the inferences made by the reasoner 
at the hierarchy level of classes, properties, objects, and individuals. 

5. Experimentation 

This section is divided into three parts. The first part shows the 
merging of ontologies from the same domain (section 5.1), obtaining the 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology. The second part shows the linking cases with 
ontologies from other fields (section 5.2), getting the COVID-19 
Pandemic ontology. Finally, the third part presents the validations of 
the COVID-19 Pandemic ontology in different cases, and analyzes the 
results obtained from the entire process (section 5.3). The resulting 
ontologies from our ontological engineering process can be found in htt 
p://bit.do/fSFy4. 

5.1. MERGING CASE: Tepuy-COVID ontology 

For this stage, we chose five ontologies representative of the COVID- 
19 domain, which were all the ontologies that were available in the 
BioPortal repository about COVID (https://bioportal.bioontology.org/). 
Following our ontological engineering process, we obtained the Tepuy- 
COVID Ontology from merging selected ontologies with their respec-
tive classes and sources (Table 7). It is worth mentioning that these 
ontologies describe different sub-domains of knowledge, aiming to 
create a new ontology that represents the COVID-19, including the vast 
majority of the characteristics or concepts related to this disease. 

The first step for the merging is to determine the possible alignments 
between the ontologies to be merged. However, since the Alignment API 
tool only obtains the alignments between two ontologies, and in this 

Table 5 
Examples of Automatic VS Manual Alignment using Threshold of 0.8  

Example Ontology A RELATION STRENGTH Ontology B Automatic Manual 

TP codo#Hospitalized 1.0 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Hospitalized True True 
FN codo#LaboratoryTestFinding 0.57142 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Laboratory_question False True 
FP codo#SecondaryContact 0.81 personasonto.owl#SecondaryType True False 
TN codo#Tired 0.6 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Piped False False  

Table 6 
Results of the alignment process.  

Test Precision Recall F-Measure 

COVID-19 Pandemic Ontology 1.00 0.80 0.89  

Fig. 8. Results of validation with reasoners.  
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case, there are more than two ontologies to be merged, it is necessary to 
combine in pairs between all the ontologies to find all the possible 
alignments. Table 8 shows the alignments according to each similarity 
technique with a threshold higher than 0.8 for the CODO and COV-
IDCRFRAPID ontologies. There is an important semantic similarity be-
tween classes and properties of ontologies; in such a way, the value of 1 
in the four similarity measures indicates an exact match in the name of 

classes and properties (for example, cases 1 to 3 of Table 8). Further-
more, in cases 4 to 9, the concepts have a lexical similarity (measure 2). 
Finally, in case 10, the semantic relationship between the concepts oc-
curs due to the context to which they belong. The Wordnet thesaurus 
relates the two concepts as synonyms. In summary, alignment was 
achieved between classes (cases 4, 5, 7, 9 and 10), properties (case 6) 
and instances (cases 1, 2, 3 and 8). 

Fig. 9 shows the process of merging the five ontologies to generate 
the Tepuy-COVID Ontology. As we can see, compelling cases of this 
process appear, for example, the addition of the Coronavirus and Coro-
navirus infection classes (obtained from the alignment process (see 
Table 5)) to the disease caused by Coronavirus class. Also, we can see how 
the Nasal_prongs entity was aligned with Nasal congestion. In this way, we 
have achieved the Coronavirus domain model representing the union of 
the five ontologies that address different aspects of the disease. 

5.2. Linking cases: different domains 

In this case, the aim is to extend the domain of the Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology to complementary domains, exploiting the structure (classes, 
properties, individuals, etc.) of the ontologies to allow the exchange of 
information between them. Moreover, this domain expansion allows 
establishing generalizations and specializations for the Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology. Table 9 presents a list of ontologies from other domains 

Table 7 
List of ontologies about COVID-19.  

N Ontology Class URL 

1 COviD-19 Ontology for Cases and 
Patient information (CODO) 

52 https://bioportal.bioontolo 
gy.org/ontologies/CODO 

2 COVID-19 Surveillance Ontology 
(COVID19) 

52 https://bioportal.bioonto 
logy.org/ontologie 
s/COVID19 

3 The COVID-19 Infectious Disease 
Ontology (IDO-COVID-19) 

486 https://bioportal.bioonto 
logy.org/ontologies/IDO 
-COVID-19 

4 COVID-19 Ontology (COVID-19) 2286 https://bioportal.bioont 
ology.org/ontologies/ 
COVID-19 

5 WHO COVID-19 Rapid Version CRF 
semantic data model 
(COVIDCRFRAPID) 

398 https://bioportal.bioontol 
ogy.org/ontologies/COVI 
DCRFRAPID  

Table 8 
Alignments detected by Align API with COVID-19 ontologies.  

N Ontology A Ontology B Type Similarity Technique (strength) 

1 2 3 4 Expert 

1 codo#Negative whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Negative Instance 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
2 codo#Positive whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Positive Instance 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
3 codo#Hospitalized whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#instances/Hospitalized Instance 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
4 codo#VitalSigns whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Vital_signs Class 0.91 1.0 – – Yes 
5 codo#Disease whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Liver_disease Class – 0.87 – – Yes 
6 codo#date whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#date_of_birth Property – 0.86 – – Yes 
7 codo#CountryWiseStatistics whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Country Class – 0.85 – – Yes 
8 codo#NasalCongestion whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Nasal_prongs Instance – 0.81 – – Yes 
9 codo#CoronavirusInfection whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Coronavirus Class – 0.91 – – Yes 
10 codo#COVID-19 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Coronavirus Class – – – 1.0 Yes 
Total 4 9 3 4 10 

1. Levenshtein similarity; 2. SMOA similarity 3. Linguistic similarity using WordNet thesaurus 4. Linguistic similarity using the English Wordnet version. 

Fig. 9. Tepuy-COVID Ontology merging the five ontologies.  
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that are of interest for the growth of the Tepuy-COVID Ontology. 
At the following are instantiated two case studies in which different 

ontological engineering processes will be applied to show the generation 
of the linking between Tepuy-COVID Ontology with other domains. 

5.2.1. Case 1:Extension with personal information  

● Objective: Tepuy-COVID Ontology enrichment with information 
related to people (Doctor, Nurse, Patient, Family members, etc.), 
incorporating concepts and properties such as context, personality, 
emotions, affectivity, education, experiences, among others. The 
enrichment result is reflected in the COVID-19 Pandemic Ontology.  

● Intervening Ontologies: Tepuy-COVID Ontology (see section 5.1) 
and PersonasOnto (see Fig. 10).  

● Ontological Engineering Process: aligning both ontologies and 
thus determining relationships between their classes and properties. 

Table 10 shows the alignments found using the Alignment API tool 
with different similarity techniques and a threshold of 0.8, achieving 
alignment between classes (cases 1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 13, 15, 18, 19, 26, and 27), 
and properties (cases 3, 4, 6, 9–12, 14, 16, 17, 23–25, 28, and 29). 
Notably, there are an important number of alignments with an exact 
match of the names of the concepts and properties (cases 1 to 9). Cases 
10 to 12 present a similarity according to three of the four measures 
used, where the relationships between of the concepts occur at the level 
of character strings (SMOA similarity measure) and linguistic similarity 
(3 and 4). We highlight that the expert discards a relationship between 
the concepts for cases 15, 17, 20, 23, 24, and 25 (where only a high 
similarity value is obtained in measure 2). However, the measure ob-
tained exceeds the threshold. Regarding cases 26 to 29, a linguistic 
similarity of the concepts is obtained based on synonymy, detected by 
the two thesauri of WordNet used in measures 3 and 4. It should be 
mentioned that the absence of a value in the table represents that the 
obtained similarity value does not exceed the threshold, for which it is 
not considered. The second ontological engineering process links the 
ontologies since the alignments are transformed into a linking ontology 
describing their relationships. 

In Fig. 10 is presented in Protégé the ontologies involved in this 
linking and the final result. In addition, it shows three specific cases 
where the Tepuy-COVID Ontology is enriched from the domain of the 
PersonasOnto ontology: Organization Concept:Tepuy-COVID Ontology 
is increased with the subclasses Corporation, EducationalOrganization, 
GovermentOrganization, SportsTeam, among others. Person Concept: 
COVID-19 Pandemic Ontology is related to the Participant and Person-
aType subclasses. AffectiveState Concept:Tepuy-COVID Ontology is 
augmented with the new AffectiveState class and its subclasses. 

5.2.2. Case 2: extension of the Tepuy-COVID ontology with information for 
the hospital management  

● Objective: Tepuy-COVID Ontology enriched with information 
related to the providers, patients’ family members, and other aspects. 
The enrichment result can see it in the COVID-19 Pandemic 
Ontology.  

● Intervening ontologies: Tepuy-COVID Ontology (see section 5.1.) 
and PREO (see Table 8).  

● Ontological Engineering Process: As in the previous case, the first 
step is to apply an alignment between both ontologies to determine 
the relationship between their classes and properties (see section 
4.1). 

Table 11 indicates alignments found by the Alignment API using 
different similarity techniques and a threshold of 0.8. As we can see, 
most of the alignments between concepts are defined based on the 
measure of similarity 2 (SMOA similarity), according to the character 
strings that make them up. On the other hand, for cases 1 and 2, we see 
that the similarity measures 3 and 4 determine that the concepts are 
synonymous based on each thesaurus in the alignment. 

Finally, we proceed to generate the linking ontology (see section 
4.3). Fig. 11 shows the final ontology together with the two ontologies 
used in the linking process. In general, PREO enriches the Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with many classes. Specifically, we can see in Fig. 11 the 
following: Gender_type of Tepuy-COVID Ontology is increased with Gender 
of PREO ontology, acquiring the entire tree PREO’s Gender subclasses, 
which includes classes such as Female, Male and OtherGender (Gender-
NonConforming and Transgender). Tepuy-COVID Ontology receives new 
PREO concepts, such as MaritalStatus, Race, ReligiousAffilation, Sex-
ualOrientation, SocioEconomicStatus, among many others. 

Table 9 
List of ontologies from different domains.  

N Ontology Domain Class URL 

1 Clinical MetaData 
Ontology (CMDO) 

It models the Clinical 
MetaData on the 
different studies and 
clinical documents 

188 https://biopo 
rtal.bioontology. 
org/ontologi 
es/CMDO 

2 Provenance 
Ontology (PROVO) 

It models a set of classes, 
properties, and 
constraints that can 
represent and exchange 
source information 
generated in different 
systems and contexts. 

31 https://biopo 
rtal.bioontology. 
org/ontolog 
ies/PROVO 

3 Ontology of 
Medically Related 
Social Entities 
(OMRSE) 

It models the scope of 
social entities related to 
health care, such as 
demographic 
information (social 
entities to record gender 
(but not sex) and marital 
status, for example) and 
the roles of various 
individuals and 
organizations (patient, 
hospital, etc.). 

582 https://biopo 
rtal.bioontology. 
org/ontolog 
ies/OMRSE 

4 Components 
Ontology (DoCO) 

It models all the 
characteristics of a 
document, allowing the 
description of different 
aspects related to the 
content of scientific and 
other academic texts. 

122 http://www. 
sparontologies. 
net/ontologies/ 
doco 

5 Medical Technology 
Innovation in 
healthcare centers 
(ITEMAS) 

It models the 
management of medical 
innovation technology in 
public health 
institutions. 

134 https://bioport 
al.bioontology. 
org/ontologi 
es/ITEMAS 

6 PersonasOnto It models people, 
incorporating concepts 
and properties such as 
context, personality, 
emotions, affectivity, 
education, and 
experiences. 

53 http://blankdot 
s.com/open/p 
ersonasonto.owl 

7 Presence Ontology 
(PREO) 

It models the encounters 
that take place each day 
between providers, 
patients, and family 
members or friends in 
settings such as hospitals 
and clinics. 

276 https://biopo 
rtal.bioontology. 
org/ontologi 
es/PREO 

8 Publishing Roles 
Ontology (PRO) 

It models the roles of 
agents (individuals, 
corporate entities, and 
computational agents) in 
the process of publishing 
scientific articles. 

37 https://sparont 
ologies.github. 
io/pro/current 
/pro.html 

9 DBpedia Global and Unified 
Access to Knowledge. 

828 https://wiki. 
dbpedia. 
org/Down 
loads2014  
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Fig. 10. Ontologies of the linking process in case 1.  

Table 10 
List of alignments between Tepuy-COVID Ontology and PersonasOnto.  

N Tepuy-COVID Ontology PersonasOnto Type Similarity Technique (strength) 

1 2 3 4 Expert 

1 codo#Group personasonto.owl#Group Class 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
2 foaf#rganization personasonto.owl#Organization Class 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
3 codo#age personasonto.owl#age Property 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
4 codo#status personasonto.owl#status Property 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
5 foaf#Person personasonto.owl#Person Class 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
6 schema#gender personasonto.owl#gender Property 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
7 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Person personasonto.owl#Person Class 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
8 schema#Place personasonto.owl#Place Class 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
9 codo#isMemberOf personasonto.owl#isMemberOf Property 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
10 codo#hasLocation personasonto.owl#location Property – 0.92 0.84 0.84 Yes 
11 codo#height personasonto.owl#maxHeight Property – 0.9 0.8 0.8 Yes 
12 codo#weight personasonto.owl#maxWeight Property – 0.90 0.8 0.8 Yes 
13 codo#Business personasonto.owl#BusinessGoals Class – 0.93 – – Yes 
14 codo#isLocationFor personasonto.owl#location Property – 0.88 – – Yes 
15 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Age personasonto.owl#Image Class – 0.88 – – No 
16 codo#hasState personasonto.owl#hasAffectiveState Property – 0.88 – – No 
17 codo#hasSon personasonto.owl#hasPersonality Property – 0.86 – – No 
18 codo#TimeCluster personasonto.owl#Time Class – 0.86 – – Yes 
19 codo#PolicePerson personasonto.owl#Person Class – 0.85 – – Yes 
20 codo#hasWife personasonto.owl#hasLifeGoal Property – 0.84 – – No 
21 foaf#name personasonto.owl#taskName Property – 0.83 – – Yes 
22 codo#hasMember personasonto.owl#isMemberOf Property – 0.82 – – Yes 
23 codo#hasCity personasonto.owl#hasDisability Property – 0.81 – – No 
24 codo#SecondaryContact personasonto.owl#SecondaryType Property – 0.81 – – No 
25 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#has_specification personasonto.owl#hasPublications Property – 0.8 – – No 
26 foaf#Person personasonto.owl#Persona Class – – 0.92 0.92 Yes 
27 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Person personasonto.owl#Persona Class – – 0.92 0.92 Yes 
28 codo#weight personasonto.owl#minWeight Property – – 0.8 0.8 Yes 
29 codo#height personasonto.owl#minHeight Property – – 0.8 0.8 Yes 
Linkings Total 9 25 16 16 29 

1. Levenshtein similarity; 2. SMOA similarity 3. Linguistic similarity using WordNet thesaurus 4. Linguistic similarity using the English Wordnet version. 
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6. Discussion 

This section presents the discussion of the results of our research 
organized as follows: first, we will talk about the findings made during 
the merging process of the five domain ontologies of COVID-19 to obtain 
the Tepuy-COVID Ontology (section 5.1). Next, we will describe the 
results obtained in linking Tepuy-COVID Ontology with ontologies of 
other domains (see Table 9) and their performance results. 

6.1. Merging process to obtain the Tepuy-COVID ontology 

Table 12 presents the application of competence questions Q1, Q2, 
and Q3 to the Tepuy-COVID Ontology. As can be seen for each question, 
the individuals are maintained by mixing the base ontologies. The new 
ontology has the individuals with the CODO and COVIDCRFRAPID on-
tologies since the rest of the ontologies do not provide more individuals. 

In Fig. 12, the result of the Q2 competence question in DL Query 
shows three individuals who coincide with a diagnosis associated with 

Table 11 
A partial list of alignments between Tepuy-COVID Ontology and PREO.  

N Tepuy-COVID Ontology PREO Type Similarity Technique (strength) 

1 2 3 4 Expert 

1 codo#Doctor presence-ontology.org#ontology/Physician Class – – 1.0 1.0 Yes 
2 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Sex presence-ontology.org#ontology/Gender Class – – 1.0 1.0 Yes 
3 codo#DiagnosisType presence-ontology.org#ontology/Diagnosis Class – 0.95 0.82 0.82 Yes 
4 Schema#GenderType presence-ontology.org#ontology/Gender Class – 0.93 – – Yes 
5 whocovid19crfsemdatamodel#Temperature presence-ontology.org#ontology/RoomTemperature Class – 0.92 0.85 0.85 Yes 
6 codo#InfectedFamilyMember presence-ontology.org#ontology/FamilyMember Class – 0.88 – – Yes 
7 codo#PolicePerson presence-ontology.org#ontology/Person Class – 0.85 – – Yes 
8 codo#COVID-19Diagnosis presence-ontology.org#ontology/Diagnosis Class – 0.85 – – Yes 
9 codo#InfectedDaughter presence-ontology.org#ontology/Daughter Class – 0.83 – – Yes 
10 codo#InfectedNeighbor presence-ontology.org#ontology/Neighbor Class – 0.83 – – Yes 
11 codo#InfectedBrother presence-ontology.org#ontology/Brother Class – 0.82 – – Yes 
12 codo#InfectedMother presence-ontology.org#ontology/Mother Class – 0.8 – – Yes 
13 codo#InfectedSister presence-ontology.org#ontology/Sister Class – 0.8 – – Yes 
14 codo#InfectedFather presence-ontology.org#ontology/Father Class – 0.8 – – Yes 
15 codo#InfectedSpouse presence-ontology.org#ontology/Spouse Class – 0.8 – – Yes 
16 codo#contains presence-ontology.org#ontology/contains Property 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 Yes 
17 codo#containedIn presence-ontology.org#ontology/contains Property . 0.89 - - Yes 
┆ ┆ ┆ ┆ ┆ ┆ ┆ ┆ ┆ 
Linkings Total 13 54 24 24 65 

1. Levenshtein similarity; 2. SMOA similarity 3. Linguistic similarity using WordNet thesaurus 4. Linguistic similarity using the English Wordnet version. 

Fig. 11. Ontologies of the linking process in case 2.  
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COVID-19. In addition, on the right, it is shown all the characteristics 
that the individual p000001 with COVID-19 has, for example, the 
symptoms that it has (Fever and Upper Respiratory Tract Infection), 
gender (Male), among others. 

Table 13 presents the quality validation through metrics using Pre-
cision, Recall, and F-measure measures obtained in the alignments 

between the five domain ontologies of COVID-19 in Table 7. The pre-
cision values for the four similarity measures indicate that they perform 
the alignments correctly since “a perfect precision score of 1.0 means 
that every correspondence computed by the algorithm was correct 
(correctness)” [30]. However, the same does not happen with the recall 
values of the four similarity measures. SMOA similarity technique pre-
sents a value of 0.9, that is, 90% of all correct correspondence (F-Mea-
sure of 0.95), which gives greater completeness to the alignments 
obtained with this measure than those identified by the Levenshtein 
measure. Note that SMOA analyzes commonalities and differences be-
tween concepts [26], while Levenshtein (recall 0.40) only establishes 
the calculation based on the sets of similar strings between concepts [7]. 
On the other hand, the similarity measures based on the WordNet 
thesauri present a recall of 0.30 and 0.40, which shows that only 30% of 
the ontology concepts were found in the thesauri. 

On the other hand, the consistency component validation of the 
ontological model carried out by the Pellet reasoner indicates the 
presence of an inconsistency in the alignment [codo#date whoco-
vid19crfsemdatamodel#date_of_birth], caused by the difference between 
the type of ontological element to be aligned (the first is an individual 
and the second is a subclass). Thus, this alignment is removed from the 
model to ensure the ontology’s integrity. 

6.2. Linking process between the Tepuy-COVID ontology and ontologies of 
other domains 

Table 14 presents the application of competence questions Q4 and 
Q5 to the COVID-19 Pandemic Ontology. It is observed how in all linked 
ontologies; the individuals of the Tepuy-COVID Ontology are main-
tained (see Table 12). Thus, the ontologies resulting from the linking of 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology with each of the domain ontologies do not affect 
the integrity of this ontology despite having acquired knowledge of 
these domains. 

6.2.1. Case Tepuy-COVID and PersonasOnto ontologies 
To demonstrate the enrichment of the Tepuy-COVID Ontology with 

knowledge of the external PersonaOnto ontology, the following is 
required: 

• Fill the class AffectiveState- > Emotion of PersonaOnto with in-
dividuals that represent the emotions, for this specific case, the in-
dividuals Happy and Sad were added. 

Table 12 
Individuals present in Tepuy-COVID Ontology from the base ontologies.  

Ontology Question 1 Question 2 Question 3 

CODO P000002Diagnosis, 
p000001, p000002, 
p000003, p000004, 
p000005, p000006, 
p000007, p000008, 
p000009, p000010, 
p000011, p000012, 
p000013, p000014, 
p000015, p000016, 
p000017, p000018, 
p000019, p000020, 
p99992, p99993 

p000001, 
p000002, 
p000003 

P000002Diagnosis, 
p000004, p000005, 
p000006, p000007, 
p000008, p000010, 
p000012 

COVIDCRFRAPID ’Bruna dos Santos 
Vieira’, ’Jeroen A.M. 
Belien’, ’L.O. Bonino 
da Silva Santos’, 
’Lana Meiqari’, ’Marc 
Nieuwland’, ’Rajaram 
Kaliyaperumal’ 

n/a n/a 

Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology 

P000002Diagnosis, 
p000001, p000002, 
p000003, p000004, 
p000005, p000006, 
p000007, p000008, 
p000009, p000010, 
p000011, p000012, 
p000013, p000014, 
p000015, p000016, 
p000017, p000018, 
p000019, p000020, 
p99992, p99993, 
’Bruna dos Santos 
Vieira’, ’Jeroen A.M. 
Belien’, ’L.O. Bonino 
da Silva Santos’, 
’Lana Meiqari’, ’Marc 
Nieuwland’, ’Rajaram 
Kaliyaperumal’ 

p000001, 
p000002, 
p000003 

P000002Diagnosis, 
p000004, p000005, 
p000006, p000007, 
p000008, p000010, 
p000012  

Fig. 12. Result of the Q2 competence question in DL Query.  
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• Relate the individuals of the Person class of Tepuy-COVID with the 
emotional states (hasAffectiveState) present in PersonaOnto, for this 
specific case, the Happy state was added to the individual p000004 
and the Sad state to p000005. 

In Fig. 13, two aspects are observed. On the right, the Affective State 
property belonging to the PersonaOnto ontology is presented, with a 
domain in Person and Range in Affective State. And on the left, the result 
of the execution of the competence question (Q5) is presented using the 
knowledge of both linked ontologies. On the one hand, it uses the Covid 
Test property of Tepuy-COVID, and on the other hand, it uses the Af-
fective State property by PersonaOnto. The result of the query indicates 
that person p000004 has not undergone the COVID test and has a Happy 
emotional state. 

6.2.2. Case Tepuy-COVID and PREO ontologies 
To demonstrate the enrichment of the Tepuy-COVID ontology with 

knowledge of the PREO external ontology, the following is required:  

• Fill PREO’s Environment Factor: Health care System Factor class 
with individuals that represent factors in the health system, for this 
specific case, the individuals Wheelchair and Stretcher were added.  

• Relate the individuals of the Person class of Tepuy-COVID with the 
environmental factors (hasEnvironmentFactor) present in PREO. For 
this specific case, the Wheelchair state was added to the individual 
p000003 and the Stretcher state to p000001. 

In Fig. 14, two aspects are observed. On the right, there is the 
hasEnvironmentFactor property belonging to the PREO ontology, where 
the hasEnvironmentFactor is a subproperty of hasFactorByType. And on 
the left, the result of the execution of the competence question (Q4) is 
presented, which makes use of the knowledge of both linked ontologies. 
On the one hand, it uses the ’has diagnosis’ property of Tepuy-COVID, 
and on the other hand, it uses the hasFactor property of PREO. The 
result of the query indicates that person p000001 has been diagnosed 
with COVID and is on Stretcher. 

Table 15 shows the quality validation through metrics, starting with 
the results obtained from the linking processes between the Tepuy- 
COVID Ontology and the ontologies of other domains (Table 9 of sec-
tion 5.2.) As we can see, a set of alignments is obtained (which comply 
with the threshold) over the total possible linking. Also, there are cases 
in which none of the similarity measures found possible alignments (for 
example, cases 1 and 3); in others, such as case 2, the alignments found 
are not enough because they did not exceed the threshold of 0.8. 

For the other cases, it is observed that a large number of alignments 
were found (some repeated between methods), but few exceeded the 
defined threshold. For example, alignments between Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology and PersonasOnto exceeding a 0.8 threshold are 9 of 2.943, 
25 of 2.925, 16 of 132.089, and 16 of 132.091. Thus, only ontologies 9, 
25 and 16, respectively, met the threshold. The same happens with the 

Table 13 
Evaluating alignments for merging process using Alignment API.  

Ontology Levenshtein (1) SMOA (2) WordNet (3) English-WordNet (4) 

Prec Rec Fmeas Prec Rec FMeas Pre. Rec FMeas Prec Rec Fmeas 

Tepuy-COVID Ontology 1.00 0.40 0.57 1.00 0.90 0.95 1.00 0.30 0.46 1.00 0.40 0.57  

Table 14 
Individuals obtained with the competence questions Q4 and Q5.  

Ontology Question 4 Question 5 

Tepuy-COVID Ontology 
with CMDO 

p000001, p000003, 
p000004, p000005 

p000004, p000005, 
p000007, p000008, 
p000010, Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with PROVO 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with OMRSE 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with DoCO 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with ITEMAS 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with PersonasOnto 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with PREO 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with PRO 
Tepuy-COVID Ontology 

with Dbpedia  

Fig. 13. Competency question specific to PersonaOnto.  
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65 alignments used to link Tepuy-COVID Ontology and PREO 
ontologies. 

Table 16 shows the Precision, Recall, and F-measure metrics for the 
nine cases of linking ontologies from other domains with the Tepuy- 
COVID Ontology. We observe that in cases where the precision value 
is 1, the alignments have been correctly recognized; even when there are 
cases in which none of the similarity measures found possible align-
ments (for example, cases 1 and 2). Similarly, the Recall measure for 
these cases is 1, which indicates that all possible alignments between the 
two ontologies have been recognized. In Case 4 for measure corre-
sponding to Levenshtein, the Recall and F-measure values are zero. 

Thus, no alignments exceed the threshold of 0.8 since, as observed in 
Table 15, 2.793 alignments have been achieved with this measure, but 
they are not relevant. 

Recall and Metrics of cases 5, 6, 7, and 9 show that each method 
detects different concepts, which indicates that using the alignments of 
the other methods allows us to obtain a more significant number of links 
between Tepuy-COVID Ontology and the ontologies of other domains. 
Besides, similarity measures 3 and 4 are low (Wordnet and English- 
Wordnet). That is, in this case, the most significant value comes from the 
SMOA method. 

Concerning results obtained in case 1 and case 2, we see that the 
SMOA similarity measure reaches a high recall value (0.86 for Person-
asOnto and 0.83 for PREO, respectively), while similarity measures 3 
and 4 reach recall values of 0.55 for PersonasOnto and 0.38 for PREO, 
respectively. The 55% and 38% of all ontology alignments have been 
found according to the similarities with the thesauri terms. 

On the other hand, for the consistency component validation of the 
ontological model, case 4 presents inconsistencies found with the Pellet 
Reasoner, by linking the Tepuy-COVID Ontology with DoCO ontology 
(codo#Business with doco#Line), due to the difference between the two 
concepts. In case 6, connecting Tepuy-COVID Ontology with Person-
asOnto ontology in the Place and Group concepts is a different type of 
ontological element (see Table 10, cases 1 and 8). Also, between Busi-
nesses with BusinessGoals (see Table 10, case 13), it generates a conflict 
with the alignment of the concept Organization. In case 7, it causes in-
consistencies in the alignment of the concept Contains, although the 
concepts are the same in the two ontologies (see Table 11, cases 16 and 
17). Finally, in the rest of the cases where Tepuy-COVID Ontology is 
linked to other domains, no inconsistencies were presented (cases 1, 2, 
3, 5, 8, and 9), which means that consistency is maintained in the model 
at the level of its classes, objects, properties, and individuals. 

7. Conclusions 

This research presents an ontological engineering process for inte-
grating ontologies related to the COVID-19 disease and other contexts 
for the treatment and representation of the large amounts of information 
generated by the pandemic. First, the set of disease domain ontologies 
and other domains are selected, performing alignment and merging 
processes between the COVID ontologies and mapping processes with 
ontologies from different contexts. Precision, Recall, and F-Measure 

Fig. 14. Competency question specific to PREO.  

Table 15 
Linking results of Tepuy-COVID Ontology with ontologies from other domains.  

N Ontologies Linking Number by Similarity Technique 

1 2 3 4 Linking 
accepted 

1 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
CMDO 

0 of 0 0 of 0 0 of 0 0 of 0 0 

2 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
PROVO 

0 of 
345 

0 of 
54 

0 of 481 0 of 481 0 

3 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
OMRSE 

0 of 0 0 of 0 0 of 0 0 of 0 0 

4 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
DoCO 

0 of 
2.793 

9 of 
1.678 

1 of 
116.354 

1 of 
116.360 

10 

5 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
ITEMAS 

1 of 
3.329 

6 of 
3.045 

3 of 
368.336 

3 of 
368.343 

9 

6 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
PersonasOnto 

9 of 
2.943 

25 of 
2.925 

16 of 
132.089 

16 of 
132.091 

29 

7 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
PREO 

13 of 
2.946 

54 of 
2.930 

24 of 
638.459 

24 of 
638.482 

65 

8 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
PRO 

0 of 
2.886 

0 of 
554 

0 of 
20.523 

0 of 
20.523 

0 

9 Tepuy-COVID 
Ontology with 
Dbpedia 

40 of 
2.949 

129 of 
2.941 

158 of 
2.024.274 

158 of 
2.024.353 

193  
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metrics evaluated each partial result, determining the quality and con-
sistency of the resulting COVID-19 Pandemic Ontology. The experi-
mentation results confirm that the proposed method guarantees an 
adequate ontological generation. The correctness and completeness of 
alignment sets by the four similarity measures reach over 60%, which 
are finally used in the ontological model construction process. 

Concerning the Tepuy-COVID Ontology, Precision reaches 100% in 
recognizing all correct alignments between the five ontologies of the 
COVID-19 domain. Similarly, recall gets 0.90 with the SMOA similarity 
measure, which implies that 90% of all alignments between the ontol-
ogies have been recognized. Furthermore, the resulting model has been 
validated using the Pellet reasoner, obtaining that the new model is 
consistent in terms of classes, properties, and integrated instances. In the 
literature, these ontologies of the COVID-19 domain have been used to 
represent the information of the pandemic. But these ontologies have 
not been combined or related to ontologies of other fields to represent 
complex contexts of the pandemic. Our proposal offers the COVID-19 
Pandemic Ontology that mixes five ontologies from the COVID 
domain with nine ontologies from different disciplines, generating a 
model capable of representing various types of information about the 
pandemic. Thus, it will allow the utilization of a large amount of in-
formation generated by the pandemic from a comprehensive 
perspective. 

Future researches are framed in improving the experiments with the 
use of other semantic sources such as domain thesauri in such a way as to 
increase the recognition of synonymous concepts. In addition, it is 
necessary to test other similarity techniques based on neural networks 
and deep learning to increase the number of recognized alignments. 
Similarly, other reasoners should validate the ontological model 
consistency. 

Another important aspect is that many of these ontological models 
do not contain individuals in their structure. Thus, one of the possible 
challenges is to enrich the ontologies with information from the 
different contexts involved, with the help of Linked Data and Natural 
Language Processing techniques for the extraction and population of the 
ontological model. Some formal schemes have been developed [35], 
which allow automating this enrichment process of ontologies, which 
could be considered. Also, using approaches based on context ontologies 
[31,32] is another alternative approach. In addition, we will establish 
new metrics that allow us to validate the resulting model according to its 
completeness and robustness. With this, we will evaluate the consistency 
of the ontology and its capacity to represent the contexts linked in the 
new model. 
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Table 16 
Evaluating Alignment of the Linking Process using Alignment API.  

N Ontology Levenshtein (1) SMOA (2) WordNet (3) English-WordNet (4) 

Prec Rec FMeas Prec Rec FMeas Prec Rec FMeas Prec Rec Fmeas 

1 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with CMDO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
2 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with PROVO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
3 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with OMRSE 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
4 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with DOCO 1.00 0.00 0.00 1.00 0.90 0.95 1.00 0.10 0.18 1.00 0.10 0.18 
5 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with ITEMAS 1.00 0.11 0.20 1.00 0.67 0.80 1.00 0.33 0.50 1.00 0.33 0.50 
6 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with PersonasOnto 1.00 0.31 0.47 1.00 0.86 0.93 1.00 0.55 0.71 1.00 0.55 0.71 
7 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with PREO 1.00 0.29 0.34 1.00 0.83 0.91 1.00 0.38 0.55 1.00 0.38 0.55 
8 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with PRO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 
9 Tepuy-COVID Ontology with DBpedia 1.00 0.19 0.32 1.00 0.61 0.76 1.00 0.62 0.77 1.00 0.62 0.77  
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